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1. Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group, C(G) the space of
bounded continuous complex-valued functions on G with the sup norm, UC(G)
the subspace of C(G) consisting of uniformly continuous functions and C0(G)
the subspace of C(G) consisting of functions vanishing at infinity. Let W(G)
be the space of all functions in C(G) which are weakly almost periodic (w.a.p.).
Denote the unique invariant mean on W(G) by m and set rV0(G) = {/G W(G):
«2(1/0 = 0}. If G is amenable we shall also consider the spaces FL(G) =
{/ G UC(G): p(f) = a fixed constant dt(f) as p runs through the set of all

left invariant means on UC(G)} and FL0(G) = {/ G UC(G): \f\EFL(G)

and

¿7,(1/1) = 0}. The following inclusive relations are well known: W(G) C UC(G),

C0(G) C W0(G) if G is noncompact; W(G) C FL(G), W0(G) C FL0(G) if G
is amenable, cf. [1]. It is obvious that if G is compact then all of the above
inclusive relations can be reversed. We are interested in deciding whether each of
the above inclusive relations is proper if G is noncompact.

Burckel [1] proved that C(G) = W(G) if and only if G is compact. In
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[9] Granirer provided the following improvement of his result:

(1) UC(G) = W(G) if and only if G is compact.
(2) If G is noncompact and amenable then the quotient Banach space

UC(G)IW(G) is nonseparable.
Since FL(G) lies between UC(G) and W(G) it is natural to ask whether

FL(G) D W(G) if G is as in (2) above. We shall prove that it is indeed so if G
is almost connected as a consequence of the following.

Theorem.

Let G be a o-compact locally compact noncompact amenable

group,f E UC(G). Then f • FL(G) C FL(G) if and only if f E FL0(G) © C
(The constant functions on G are identified with C)
The discrete version of the above theorem is contained in [4].
Another natural question one may ask is the following: If the condition
"amenable" is skipped from (2) above can one still make the same conclusion?
To give a partial solution and for further discussions we like to take a digression
here.
Definition. A locally compact group G is said to have property (E) if
either G is compact or G contains a subset X such that cl X is noncompact

and for each neighborhood U of the identity e of G, C\{x~1Ux: xEXUX"1}
is again a neighborhood of e.
The class of groups with property (E) is quite large, e.g., discrete groups,
abelian groups and the group GL(n, R) all have property (E). But there exists
a nilpotent group which fails to have property (E). See §4 for the details.
A theorem parallel to (2) above is the following.

Theorem, ¿ei G be a locally compact noncompact group with property
(E). 77ze« UC(G)IW(G) contains a linear isometric copy of l°°.
Let A(G) be the set of all almost periodic functions in C(G). Then
W(G) = W0(G) ® A(G), cf. [1]. Since the properties of almost periodic functions are better known, the mysterious part of W(G) is W0(G). In [1, p. 74]
Burckel proved that if G is an abelian locally compact noncompact group then

C0(G) C W0(G). His proof depends heavily on the fact that G is abelian. He
went on to conjecture that the abelian hypothesis is inessential. We shall give a
noncompact solvable group G with C0(G) = W0(G). On the other hand we

have the following.
Theorem. Let G be a noncompact locally compact group which either
has property (E) or is nilpotent. Then W0(G)/C0(G) contains a linear isomet-

ric copy of l°°.
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Let >F0(G) = {/ G UC(G): p(\f\) = 0 for each left or right invariant mean
p on UC(G)}. It is well known that F0(G) D W0(G) if G is amenable. In
[1, Theorem 3.19] Burckel proved that F0(R) D ^(R) where R is the additive group of reals with the usual topology. We shall provide the following gener-

alization.
Theorem, ¿ei G be a noncompact locally compact group which is either
amenable and with noncompact center or is nilpotent or is connected and solvable.
Then F0(G)IW0(G) contains a linear isometric copy of l°°.
We do not even know whether the above theorem is true for every discrete
amenable group.

2. Preliminaries and notations. Let G be a locally compact group with a
fixed left Haar measure X (or \G if there is a chance for confusion). If / is
a Borel measurable function on G and B is a Borel subset of G, the integral of
f on B with respect to X is denoted by fB f(x)dx. The Banach space of all
essentially bounded complex-valued Borel functions with the ess sup norm, || • \\x,
is denoted by ¿°°(G). The space of integrable complex functions with respect to
X is denoted by L1(G). As is well known, the dual Banach space of L1(G) can

be identified with ¿"(G). We shall write </, g) for fG f(x)g(x)dx, f G ¿°°(G),
gZL^G).
If / is a function on G and x EG, lxf {rxf}, the left {right} transla-

tion of / by x, is defined by (lxf)(y) = f(xy) {(rxf)(y) = /(vx)}.

A func-

tion / G C(G) is said to be left {right} uniformly continuous if, given e > 0,
there is a neighborhood U of the identity e of G suchthat \\f-rxf\\„
<e
{||/- 7^/IL < e} for x G U. f is said to be uniformly continuous if it is both
right and left uniformly continuous. UC(G), the space of uniformly continuous
functions in C(G), is a closed subalgebra of C(G) and is closed under transla-

tions, i.e., if / G UC(G) and x EG

then lxf and rxf also belong to UC(G).

p E UC(G)* is called a mean if ||ju|| = p(l) = 1. (1 also stands for the
constant one function on G.) A mean is left {right} invariant if p(lxf)

= p(f)

Mrxf) = P(f)} for x G G and /G UC(G). The set of left {right} [twosided] invariant means on UC(G) is denoted by ML(G) {MR(G)} [M(G)]. G
is said to be amenable if M(G) is nonempty which is equivalent to the weaker
condition that ML(G) is nonempty. It is known that solvable groups and compact groups are amenable. We refer the readers to [5], [10] for the general
facts concerning amenable groups and invariant means. It is clear that invariant
means can also be defined for other closed linear subspaces of L°°(G) which are
closed under translations.
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If G is amenable then the spaces FL(G), FL0(G) are defined in §1. If
/ G FL(G) then we shall call it a left almost convergent function. Similarly, let

FR(G) = {/ G UC(G): p(f) = a constant </,(/) as p runs through MR(G)}
and FR0(G) = {/G UC(G): \f\ E FR(G), dr(\f\) = 0}. Clearly FL0(G) C
FL(G) and FR0(G) C FR(G). Let F(G) = ¿¿(G) n F7?(G) be the space of
(two-sided) almost convergent functions in UC(G). Since ML(G) n MR(G) =
M(G) ¥=0 one sees that ¿(G) = {/ G ¿7C(G): /;(/) = a constant cf(/) as m

runs through ML(G) U M?(G)} and ¿7(/) = </,(/) = dr(f) = d(f) if /G F(G).
Set F0(G) = {/G t/C(G): |/| G F(G), d(\f\) = 0}. All the spaces mentioned
in this paragraph are closed linear subspaces of UC(G).
The convolution of two Borel measurable functions / and g on G is

defined by (/* g)(x) = fG f(t)g(t~1x)dt.

Note that if / G ¿°°(G) and

ip E Ll(G) then <¿>
* / is bounded and right uniformly continuous and / * <p~
is bounded and left uniformly continuous. (<p~ is defined by <p~(x) = (¿>(x-1).)
Note also that LX(G) is a Banach algebra with convolution as multiplication.

Let P(G) = to G ¿'(G): IMI, = 1, <¿>
> 0}. Weshallneed the followingwellknown but elementary facts.

Lemma 2.1. ¿ef G be a locally compact group.

(a) For fEL"(G),v,

4>G LlQG),

</* <T, <P>
= </,* * \W= <0/A)^~* /, *>•
(b) to *./ * 4>": V, i> G P(G), /.€ ¿~(G)} 7sc?e«se7« f/C(G).
Here A is the modular function for the left Haar measure X. For a proof

of (a), cf. [15, Lemma 3.1].
It is interesting to point out that a mean p E UC(G)* is left {right} invari-

ant if and only if p(p * f) = p(f) [p(f * (¿T) = p(f)} for ¡p G P(G) and
/ G UC(G), cf. [10, p. 27]. We shall also need the followingwell-known lemma.
Lemma 2.2. ¿er G be a locally compact amenable group. Then

FL(G) = the closed linear span of {f~lxf: f E UC(G), x E G} U {!}
= the closed linear span of {f-<p*f: fE UC(G), <pG P(G)} U {1}.
For a proof of the above lemma cf. [5, Theorem 9.1] or [15, Theorem 7.3].
Of course a similar result holds for FR(G).
If a locally compact amenable group G is also o-compact then there exists
a sequence of compact neighborhoods Un of the identity e which satisfies the
following two conditions (cf. [3]):
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Ü Un= G
n= \

and

(F2)

lim(X(xf/„ AUn)/X(Un))=0

uniformly on compact subsets of G. Here A A B = (A\B) U (B\A). As in [3],
we shall call such a sequence an F-sequence.

Lemma 2.3 (cf. [3]). ¿er (Un) be an F-sequence for a locally compact
amenable group G. Let <p = l/X(C/„)Xr/ , where Xu is the characteristic
n

n

function of Un. Then f E UC(G) is left almost convergent to a constant c if
and only if (1/A)<¿>~
* / converges to the constant function c in uniform topology.

Weakly almost periodic functions were introduced by Eberlein [8]. Recall
that / G C(G) is w.a.p. if the set {lxf: x G G} is relatively compact in the
weak topology of C(G). It is well known that W(G), the set of all w.a.p. functions in C(G), is a closed subalgebra of UC(G) and it is closed under translations.
Furthermore, there is a unique invariant mean m (or mG if there is a chance
for confusion) on W(G) no matter whether G is amenable or not. (This is the
well-known Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem.) We refer the reader to [1] for
a quite complete account of the theory of w.a.p. functions. A useful criterion
for / G C(G) to be w.a.p. is the following: / is w.a.p. if and only if for each
sequence of elements in G there is a subsequence (a„) such that 7.an / converges pointwisely on ßG to a continuous function g. Here ßG is the StoneCech compactification of the locally compact space G and for each « G C(G)
its continuous extension to ßG is again denoted by h. We shall use the above
criterion several times in the sequel without any further explanation.

Lemma 2.4 (cf. [6, Lemma 5.4] or [1, Theorem 3J4]). ¿er 77 be an open
subgroup of a locally compact group G, f E W(H). Define /' G C(G) by set-

ting /' = / on 77 and /' = 0 on G\H. Then /' G W(G).
In [1], 77 is assumed to be a normal subgroup. But a careful examination
of his proof tells us that "normality" is not required.
If G is a locally compact group, A(G) will denote the group of bicontinuous automorphisms of G. We shall give A(G) the compact open topology. If
K and 77 are locally compact groups and r¡: K —►A(/7) is a continuous homomorphism, let G = {(x, y): x E H, y E K} be the group with product topology
and with multiplication given by (x, y)(x', y') = (x • r¡(y)x', yy'). Then G
is called a topological semidirect product of 7/ and K. G will be denoted by

HxnK.
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3. Multipliersfor FL(G). f E UC(G) is calleda multiplierfor FL(G) if
/ • FL(G) C FL(G). We have the following characterization for the multipliers.

Theorem

3.1. Let G be a noncompact o-compact locally compact amen-

able group, f G UC(G). Then f • FL(G) C FL(G) if and only if /G C ®FL0(G).
Proof.

The "if" part is easy.(2) Let (£/„) be an F-sequence for G and

let ft, = (l/X(C/„))xt/ . Assume that / is a multiplier for FL(G). Fix %,
r¡ E P(G), x EG and"set
«//„ = (1/A)r

* (/ ' ft, - 7X(/ ' ft,)) * 77.

Note that (\¡/n) is a sequence in L1(G). Let h E L°°(G) and set g =
£ * h * T}~.

<h, 4/n) = <£* h * n~, f • ft, - /,(/ • ft,)) (by Lemma2.1(a))
m<g,f'

<Pn)-dx-ig,f'

» Cf - ',-lf.

ft,>

/ • ft,> - </• (f - /,_»!), ft,)-

Since £ - 7 _jg G F¿(G), by assumption /• (g - 7 _xg) E FL(G). By

Lemma 2.3,
lim («, i//„) = lim</ • (g - lx-ig),

(1)

ft,)

= Iim((l/A)ft7 *(f-(g~

lx-ig)))(e)

= d,(f-(g-lx_xg)).
(1) implies that the sequence (\pn) is weakly Cauchy in L1(G). But L1(G)
isweakly sequentially complete (cf. [7, p. 374]), therefore, there exists ty ELx(ß)

such that

(2)

lim<«,ft,) = («, 0>,

h E ¿~(G).

We claim that \¡j = 0 almost everywhere. Note first that since G is noncompact,
X(£7„) —>•oo as n —> oo}and hence

H/' ft, - **(/' ft,)H- < 2(1/X(C/„))||/IL-> 0.
Therefore, limjlftjl^,
=0. If tp =£ 0 almost everywhere, then there exist 6 > 0
and a compact set K such that X(K) > 0 and \\p\ > 8 on K. Set «(x) =

(l/i//(x)) if x G £ and =0
(2) Let f=d¡(f)+

/bec

otherwise. Then h E L°°(G), and
e F¿o<G)- If 8^FL(G)

and MSAfL(G) then

lM(/0i)l < M(l/o<rl)< llill„M(l/0l) = 0. Therefore ß(f • g) = d¡(fMg) = d¡(f)d¡(g)
and hence f • g e FL(G).
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|(«, ft,)| < (l/5)X(K)||ft,IL->0.
On the other hand, <«, 1//)= \(K) > 0. This contradicts (2). Therefore \p = 0
almost everywhere as we claimed. Combining this fact with (1) and (2) we get

(3)

d,(f-(g-lx_xg))

= 0,

if g E E = {%* « * t?~: %,V E P(G), h E ¿°°(G)}. Since E is uniformly
dense in UC(G) (Lemma 2.1(b)), since the linear span of {k-lxk: kEUC(G)}
U {1} is uniformly dense in FL(G) (Lemma 2.2) and since d¡(f • c) = cd¡(f),
c the constant c function on G, we derive from (3) that

(4)

d,(f ■g) = d,(f)d,(g)

if gE FL(G).

Note that it is easy to see that if g E FL(G) then g, the conjugate of g,

also belongs to FL(G) and d¡(g) = d¡(g). By (4), we have

d,(\f - d,(f)\2) = dt(f-f) - dttf)d¿f) - djñd,(f)
= 0.

+ d,(f)djf)

Since UC(G) is a commutative C *-algebra it is isomorphic to C(X) for
some compact set X. In particular, each p E ML(G) can be considered as a

measure on X. Therefore p(\f-d,(f)\)=0
for p E ML(G),i.e., f-d^f)
G FL0(G) and the proof is completed.
Our method of proof is a generalization of the discrete version of the
above theorem given in [4].
Recall that A(G) denotes the algebra of almost periodic functions in C(G).

It is well known that if / G A(G) and / * 0 then m(|/|) > 0, cf. [11, p. 250].
In particular, if / G A(G) is not a constant function then / ^ FL0(G) © C.

Corollary
3.2. If G is as in Theorem 3.1 and A(G) contains a nonconstant function then FL(G) is not closed under multiplication and hence

UC(G) D FL(G) D W(G).
A(G) i=-C if and only if G has a nontrivial finite dimensional unitary
representation. Therefore A(G) ^ C if either G is solvable or is almost connected and amenable. Note that if G is almost connected and amenable then G
is a topological group extension of a solvable group by a compact group, cf. [10,
p. 53]. On the other hand there exist discrete amenable groups with no nontrivial
finite dimensional unitary representations. For example, the locally finite group
G = U#T=i ¿n> wnere An is the group of even permutations on {1, 2,* • •, «},

satisfies A(G) = C
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We like to conjecture that if G is noncompact then FL(G) D FL0(G) © C
no matter whether A(G) = C or not. It is known that if G is noncompact and
if F is the set of all left almost convergent functions on LUC(G) then F is
not an algebra.(3) Therefore our conjecture is also true for infinite discrete amen-

able groups.
Remark.

Let E = {/ G UC(G): p(f) = a constant as p runs through

M(G)}. Then E D FL(G). In [9, p. 62], E. Granirerprovedthat UC(G)/E is
nonseparable if G is a noncompact locally compact amenable group by applying
a deep theorem of his [9, Theorem 5]. It is also a consequence of the following
result of ours [3, Theorem 5.3] : If G is a a-compact locally compact noncompact amenable group then M(G) contains at least 2° elements. Indeed, as mentioned in [9] to see that UC(G)lE is nonseparable we may assume that G is
o-compact. If UC(G)/E is separable then there exists a countable set (/„) in
UC(G) such that E + the linear span of (fn) is dense in UC(G). Therefore
each p E M(G) is determined by (p(fn)). Hence M(G) contains at most c
elements which contradicts the result in [3] quoted above.
We are unable to prove the analogy of Theorem 3.2 for F\G). Namely, we

do not know whether / • F(G) C F(G) implies that / G F0(G) © C. But we
do have the following weaker result.

Theorem 3.3. ¿ef G be a noncompact a-compact locally compact amenable group with A(G) =£ C Then F(G) is not closed under multiplication and

hence F(G) D W(G).
Proof. Suppose that F(G) is closed under multiplication. Let /GF(G).
Let %, 7?, a E P(G) and x G G be fixed. Consider the sequence (i/>„) in

¿'(G)

where

rf>n= (1/A)r * ((/ • ft, - lx(f ' ft,)) - (/ • ft, - lx(f ' ft,)) * a) * T?.
Let A G ¿°°(G) and set h' = £ * h * rj~ - %* h * r?~ * a~. Note that

(h, ft,) = <| * h * îT, (/ • ft, - lx(f • ft,)) - (/ • ft, - lx(f • ft,)) * a)
= <£ * h * T7~- £ * h * 7?~ * a~, /• ft, - lx(f- ft,))
= <ti - lx_x «',/• ft,) = </•(«' -lx_x h'), ft,).

By Lemma2.2, «' G FR(G) and h' - I _xh' E FL(G). We claim that h' I _xh' E FR(G), and hence belongs to F(G). Indeed, since dr(h') = 0, by
Lemma 2.2, h' and hence lxh'

belong to the closed linear span of {g - r g:

(3) We wish to thank Professor E. Granirer for communicating

this result to us.
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g G UC(G), y G G}. Therefore h' - l _xh' G FR(G) as we claimed. By
assumption /•(«'-

7 _x h') G F(G), and hence, by (1) and Lemma 2.3,

lim</-(«'-7
n

x

_,«'), ft,) = <7(/ •(«'-/

a:

_,«')).

As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, one sees that lim/,||i//n||00 = 0 and that if / =
{£ * « * 77~ - £ * « * t?~ * a~: « G ¿°°(G), £, t?, a G P(G)} then

(2)

d(/ • («' - 7Xft')) = 0

if x G G and «' G /.

Note that the linear span of / U {1} is dense in FR(G) since the linear span of

{g- g * a~: gE UC(G), a G P(G)} U {1} is dense in FR(G) (Lemma 2.2)
and {%* h * ij~: £, r? G P(G), « G ¿°°(G)} is dense in UC(G) (Lemma 2.1(b)).

By (2), d(f • (g - lxg)) = 0 if g G F£(G), /eF(G).

In particular,d(\g- lxg\2)

= 0 if g E FR(G), x E G. Let g be a nonconstant function in A(G). (Then
g G F(G).) Then for at least one x, ¿7(|g-- lxg\2) =£ 0. This is a contradiction.

4. C0(G) and W0(G). It is well known that if G is a noncompact locally
compact group then C0(G) C W0(G), cf. [1]. In [1', Theorem 4.17], Burckel
proved that if G is further assumed to be abelian then the inclusion is proper,
i.e., C0(G) C W0(G). He conjectured that the abelian hypothesis is inessential.
In this section we shall prove that his theorem is true for a much bigger class of
groups; and, on the other hand, there does exist a noncompact group G with
C0(G) = W0(G).
We shall start with some simple observations.

Lemma 4.1. Let G and H be locally compact groups.
(1) If tp is a continuous homomorphism from G onto H and if C0(H)
C W0(H) then C0(G) C W0(G).
(2) If ip is a continuous homomorphism of G onto 77 and if both H
and ketip are noncompact then C0(G) C W0(G).

(3) // 77 7s a noncompact open subgroup of G and G/H is infinite then
C0(G) C W0(G).
Proof.

Let tp be a continuous homomorphism from G onto H and

/G W(H). Then (a) /° „ G W(G),(b) «zG(/° ftï = mH(f). (a) is [1,
Theorem 1.8]. To see (b), note that if mH(f) = c then c E closed convex

hull of {lyf: y E //}, cf. [1, Theorem 1.25]. Therefore, c E closed convex

hull of {lx(f° <p):x E G}. Then «2G(/° <p)= c, cf. [1, Theorem 1.25].
Now for (1), choose /G W0(H)\C0(H). Then /° <pE W0(G)\C0(G).
For (2), choose / G C0(H), f * 0. Then /G W0(/7) and /° v>G W/0(G)\C0(G).
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(3) follows from Lemma 2.4 by taking /=1

on 77 and = 0 on G\H.

Corollary
4.2. If a locally compact group G is either nonunimodular
or non-o-compact then C0(G) C WQ(G).
Proof. If G is nonunimodular then the modular function A is a continuous homomorphism of G onto a noncompact closed subgroup of the multiplicative group of positive reals. Therefore C0(G) C W0(G) by Lemma 4.1(1)

and Burckel [1, Theorem 4.17].
If G is not o-compact, choose a noncompact a-compact open subgroup 77

of G, cf. [9, p. 64]. Clearly G/77 is infinite. Therefore C0(G) C W0(G) by
Lemma 4.1(3).
Definition 4.3. Let G be a locally compact group. A set X EG is
said to be an F-set if given a neighborhood U of e the set Ç\{xUx~l: x E
X U X-1} is again a neighborhood of e.
Note that if the right and left uniform structures of G are equivalent then
each subset of G is an F-set. Note also that each compact subset of a locally
compact group G is an F-set. Recall that a locally compact group G is said to
have property (E) if either G is compact or G contains an F-set which is not
relatively compact (cf. §1). While we cannot characterize the class of groups
with property (E) we do have a large number of examples.

Proposition 4.4. The following locally compact groups have property (E):
(I) a group with equivalent right and left uniform structures, e.g., an abelian
group, a discrete group, (2) a group with noncompact center, e.g., GL(n, R), or
the subgroup of GL(n, R) consisting of upper-triangular metrics (xf/) with

x¡¡ = 1 for 7 = 1,* • •, «.
Remark. It is easy to see that if G is a noncompact locally compact
group with property (E) and if 77 is any locally compact group then the direct
product G x H also has property (E). Many similar observations can be made.
There exist locally compact groups without property (E). We include
three such examples here.
Example 1. Let G = 5¿(2, R), the group of two-by-two matrices over
R with determinant 1. (Note that G is a nonamenable semisimple Lie group.)
Since G is a closed subset of R4, a set X C G is relatively compact if and
only if it is bounded with respect to a norm on R4. Let X be a subset of G
with cl X being noncompact. Let U be a neighborhood of the identity matrix

5 in G. We shall prove that the set D = {o~1to: o E X, t E U} is unbounded. (It clearly implies that X is not an F-set and hence G fails to have property

(E).)
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If 7 G G the components of t will be denoted by t¡j, i, j = 1,2. There
exists e > 0 such that the set A = [a E G: axx = a22 = 1, |a12| < e, a2] = 0}
and the set B = {ß E G: ßxx = ß22 = l,ßi2 = 0, \ß2X\ < e} are contained in
U. For aEA,ßEB
write o-1ao = (aij) and o~1ßo= (by). Then
. .

2
<*12 _ °22a12>

2
fl21 _
~~ _ a21a12'

bX2 = -of2021,

ô21 = o2xß2X.

Let A'y = [oij-, o¡j is the (7, ;')th component of some o G X}, i, j = 1,2. Since
X is unbounded, at least one of the sets X¡¡ is unbounded. By (1) the set D is
unbounded as we claimed.
Example 2. Let G = C x T with product topology and with multiplication given by
(z, w)(z', w') - (z + wz', ww').,
(Note that G is a solvable Lie group and G/C = T is compact and abelian.)
Note that a set X EG is not relatively compact if and only if the collection of
first coefficients of elements in X is unbounded in C. Suppose that U is a
neighborhood of (0,1) in G and cl X is noncompact. Then the set

{(z, w)-1^,

b)(z, w): (z, w) E X, (a, b) E U}

= {(w(- z + a + bz), b): (z, w) E X, (a, b) E U}
is clearly not relatively compact. Therefore G fails to have property (E).

Example 3. Let G = RxRxT

with the product topology and with

multiplication given by

(x, y, exp(/0))(x\

/,

exp(/0')) = (x + x', v + y', exp(/(0 + 9' + xy'))).

(Note that G is a nilpotent Lie group with center {0} x {0} x T.) Let U =

R x R x {exp(/0): |exp(i0) - 1|< 1}. Then U is a neighborhood of (0, 0, 1).
It is not hard to see that if X C G is not relatively compact and if W is a neigh-

borhood of (0, 0, 1) then

D = {f-'wi:

t E X, w E W} G U.

Indeed, the set {exp(/0): there exists x, y E R with (x, v, exp(i'0)) ED} = T.
Therefore G fails to have property (E).
One of the reasons that we are interested in groups with property (E) is

that we have the following.
Lemma 4.5. ¿ef X be an E-set in a locally compact group G. Suppose
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that U is a compact neighborhood of e such that xU Dx'U = 0 if x, x' G X,
x^x'.
Let f E C(G) with its support contained in U and let {cx}x<=x be a
bounded set of complex numbers indexed by X. Then the function g =

?{cxl _lf
Proof.

xEX}

belongs to UC(G).

Note first that g is well defined since for each y EG

there is at

most one x G X with (7 _xf)(y)^
0. Let e>0
be given. Since / is uniformly continuous, there exists a neighborhood V of e such that V EU and

1/00 -/(z)|

< e if either yz~x EV or z~xy E V. For each y EG and

a E V at most two terms in rag - g = 2 (cx(f(x~1ya) ~f(x~xy)): x E X} can
be different from zero. Note that (x~xy)~x(x~xya)
= a E V. Therefore
Wrag~ g\\«° < 2e • sup {\cx\: xEX}
if a E V. So g is left uniformly continuous.
Let e and V be as in the previous paragraph. Since X is an F-set, there

is a neighborhood W of e suchthat
y EG

then (x-xay)(x~xy)-x

W ExVx'1,

x E X. If a E W,x E X,

= x_1ax G V. Therefore

||7a£ - g\\„ < 2e •

sup{|cx|: x G A!"}. So g is right uniformly continuous.
Now we are ready to state and prove one of our main results.
Theorem 4.6. ¿ef G be a noncompact locally compact group with property (E). Then C0(G) C W0(G). Indeed, the quotient Banach space W0(G)¡C0(G)
contains a linear isometric copy of l°° and hence is nonseparable.
Proof.
Let X be a fixed relatively noncompact symmetric F-set in G.
Let V be a fixed compact symmetric neighborhood of the identity e. Choose a
compact symmetric neighborhood W of e suchthat x~xWx EV if xEX
and W E V. Choose xt G X. For « > 2, choose x„ inductively such that

x„ G X and

(*)

xn £ Jn

zr z,e

VU{xl,-'-,xn_x;xx1,-",x-}_l}i

Set T = Ufc=i *fcW- We claim that
(1) xnVnxmV=
0 if n*m,
(2) TDTy is compact if y<£V2,
(3) P nyT is compact if y £ K2.
(1) holds since x„ G {xt,- • • ,Jf„_,}F2.

To see (2), let y G G, y £ F2.
Suppose that P n Py is nonempty. (Otherwise there is nothing to be proved.)
Fix xna = xmby ET C\Ty where a, b E W. Since y $ P2, n has to be
different from m. Let A:= max {m, «}. Let xn'a' = xm<b'y

point in TCtTy

where s'.i'eiC.

max {n , m'} < k. If not,say

contradicting (*). Therefore,

k' = n>k

be any given

Then ri ± m . We claim that k' =
then xn, = xn,b'b~1xm1xnaa'~1,
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and hence is compact.
To see (3), let y ^ V2 and suppose that xnw = yxm wx ET C\ yT where
w, wx E W. We claim that « =£«z. If « = m, then y = xnwwxxx~x =
xnwx~xxnw~[xx~x EV2,a contradiction. The remaining part of the proof is

the same as the proof of (2). (The construction of the set T is a generalization

of Lemma 1 in [2].)

Pick h E C(G) such that «(e) = 1, 0 < h < 1 and h = 0 off W. Set

/(*)=

E

h(x-xx),

xEG.

n=l

We claim that / G W0(G)\C0(G). By Lemma 4.5, / G UC(G) and clearly 0 <
/< 1. Note that f(xn) = 1 for n — 1,2,***
and that {xx,x2, • • •} is not
relatively compact (by (1)). Therefore /Í C0(G). It remains to show that /

is w.a.p. and m(f) = 0.
To show that / is w.a.p. we shall follow the steps in [14, Lemma 3] quite
closely. We shall prove that if (an) is a sequence in G then there is a subsequence (an ) such that (la f) converges pointwisely on ßG to a continuous
k

nk

function g on ßG.
Case 1. Some compact subset of G contains infinitely many a¡. Since /
is right uniformly continuous, some subsequence of (la f) converges uniformly
and hence weakly.
Case 2. No compact subset of G contains infinitely many a¡. Then there
is a subsequence of (an) which is again denoted by (a„) such that

(4)

apjx <£V2 if t*f.

Suppose that i ¥=j. If (la.f)(y) ■ (la.f)(y) * 0 then yEar^na^T.
Therefore, by (3) and (4), we know that the support of l„ f ' l„ f is compact

and hence Lui f • 7.j /= 0 on j3G\G. Thus lim L"i f(y) =0 if y G ßG\G. So
it remains to show that some subsequence of (/ /) converges pointwisely on G
t
to a continuous function on G with compact support. If lim,(7a./)(y) = 0

for each y G G then the proof is completed. So assume that for some z EG,
lim sup,-f(a¡z) > 0. By taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that
f(a¡z) ¥=0 for each i. Let y G G such that f(a¡y) =£ 0 for infinitely many ¿
Then yEaJxT
for infinitely many i. Say, z = ajxp¡, y = ajxqi for i El,
an infinite subset of the set of positive integers, where p¡, q¡ G T. Then p¡ =
q¡y~ xz ET C\ Ty~xz, i G /. Since [a¡ : i El} is not contained in a compact
subset of G, {p¡: i EI} is not either. By (2), y~xzE V2, i.e., y E zV2. So
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(5)

limO, /)O0 = 0 if y$zV2

Since / is uniformly continuous, (7a /)

is a bounded equicontinuous family of

functions on the compact set zV3. By the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, there is a subsequence of (7a /), say, (7a /) which converges uniformly on zV3 to a conn

nk

tinuous function g on zV3. Note that g = 0 on zV3\zV2, by (5). Extend
g to G by setting g = 0 off zV3. Then limfc I / = g pointwisely on G
and g is continuous and is with compact support. Therefore we have finished
the proof of the fact that / is w.a.p.
such that bjb'j-l
To see m(f) = 0, for each n pick bx, • • •, bn in
r2
Í V2
if /#/. Note that if (lb /+•••
+ lb f)(y) > 1 then y E
\J{b]~xT n bJxT: i + j, 1 < i, j <n}= A. Note that A is compact, by (2).

Choose £ E C(G) with compact support such that £=1

on .4, 0 < g < 1.

Then

1 +n%>lbif+'"+lbnfi
Therefore, m(l) + «m(£) > nm(f). Since m(£) = 0, m(f) < 1/«. But « can
be arbitrarily large, «z(/) = 0, i.e., /G W0(G).
Now let us prove that W0(G)\C0(G) contains a linear isometric copy of
7°°. Write {x„: « = 1, 2, • • •} as a disjoint union of a countably infinite family
of sets Yk with each Yk being infinite (and hence relatively noncompact). Let

fk = S {7 _,«: x G rft}. Then as above fk E W0(G)\C0(G). Indeed, if (ck) '
is a nonzero element in 7°° then 2fc ckfk E W0(G)\C0(G) by using the same
proof as the proof of the fact that /G W0(G)\CQ(G). Since the support of each fk
is noncompact, one sees that

2>*/*+C0(G)
k

infJ Z c*/fc + g\

:0(c)|

k

= ll(cfc)ll„
A:

Therefore, the mapping from 7°° into W0(G)¡C0(G) which sends (ck) G 7°°
into 2 ckfk + C0(G) is a linear isometry and the proof of the theorem is com-

pleted.
Remark. Let G be a locally compact group. Suppose that there exists a
sequence of functions fk E W0(G), k = 1, 2,* * *, such that (i) the supports of
the functions fk are mutually disjoint, (ii) 0 < fk < 1, (iii) the set [xEG:
fk(x) = 1} is noncompact, and (iv) for each (ck) E 7°°, 2ft ckfk G W0(G). Then
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the mapping from /°° into W0(G)/C0(G) defined by sending (ck) to 2kckfk
+ C0(G) is a linear isometry. In the last paragraph of the above proof we have
established the existence of such a sequence (fk) for a noncompact group with
property (E). Note that if ¡p is a continuous homomorphism from a locally
compact group K onto G where G has a sequence of functions fk E W0(G)
which satisfies (i) to (iv) then the sequence of functions fk ° $ E W0(K) also
satisfies conditions (i) to (iv).
Corollary
4.7. // G is a noncompact locally compact nilpotent group
then the quotient Banach space W0(G)IC0(G) contains a linear isometric copy

of r.
Proof. It is enough to prove the following assertion: For each noncompact locally compact nilpotent group G there is a sequence of functions fk E
W0(G) which satisfies conditions (i) to (iv) in the above remark. Since G is
nilpotent, the upper central sequence is finite: G = G0 D Gx D • • • D Gn_x D
G„ = (e) where each G¡ is closed and G¡_XIG¡ is the center of G/G¡, 7 = 1,

2, • • • , n. We shall call « the rank of G.
If « = 1, then G is abelian and our assertion is a special case of Theorem
4.6. Assume that our assertion holds if the rank of the group is « - 1 (n > 2).
Let G be noncompact and be of rank «. If G„_ x, the center of G, is noncompact, then G has property (E) (Proposition 4.4(2)) and hence our assertion
is again a special case of Theorem 4.6. If Gn_x is compact, then G¡Gn_x is
noncompact and is of rank « - 1. Therefore, by inductive assumption, our assertion holds for G\Gn_ x and hence it also holds for G by the remark preceding
this corollary.
Remarks. (1) The conclusion in Corollary 4.2 can be strengthened as in
the above corollary.
(2) By Lemma 4.1 it is quite clear that property (E) is not a necessary condition for C0(G) to be contained in W0(G) properly. For example, if G =

5¿(2, R) x 5¿(2, R) (direct product) then by Lemma4.1(2), C0(G) C W0(G)
while it is not hard to see that G fails to have property (E) (cf. Example 1).
Other such examples are the group in Example 3 and the group An of affine
mappings of R" onto R". Indeed, W0(An)lC0(An) contains a linear isometric

copy of 7°°.
Theorem 4.8. Let G = C x T be the group defined in Example 2. Then
W0(G)= C0(G).

Proof. Let /G UC(G) be fixed such that />0

and fEFR0(G)\C0(G).

If we can conclude that / is not w.a.p. then the proof of the theorem is completed.
Toward this end, note first that since /£ C0(G) there exist a > 0, zn =
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p„exp(70„) with pn—*+°° and exp(7ft,)GT suchthat f(zn, exp(/ft,)) >
3a for each «. By choosing a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that
exp(z'0„) converges to some exp(i'0o) G T and exp(7ft,) converges to some
exp(to0)GT. Note that
[%,exp(i((,„-,0)+(eo-V)))/(0.exP(<(ö„-eo))/](/,"eXP(/'öO)'eXP(/V0))

= f(zn, expO'ft,))Since / is uniformly continuous, the above relation implies that

|/i>„exp(z0o), exp(ift))) -/(*„,

exp(/ft,))|

is small when n is large. Therefore, we may assume that f(pnexp(i90), exp(zft,))
> 2a for each positive integer «. By translating f by r
,
7
6

'

"

'

(O,exp,(v>o-0o))(O,exp(/0o))

we may assume that 0O = 0 and ft) = 0. So we have the following:

0)

f(p„, I) > 2a

for « = 1,2,---,

and p„ ^+°°.

For the sake of clarity, we single out part of the proof as

Lemma 4.9. For two positive real numbers

c and ß set

Ac>ß= {y G R: y > 0, f(c + iy, 1) > ß}.
Then D(Acß) = Ümsup„{sup{«-1XR([y, n + y] n Ac¿): y G R, y > 0}} - 0.
Proof. Suppose that D(AC0)>O for some c>0
and some ß > 0.
We want to get a contradiction.
If s and t are fixed positive numbers, then, since d = D(AC ß) > 0, it is
not hard to see that there exists a positive number y0 such that y0 > t and

(2)

(Us)\R([y0,

y0+s]

n ACJ > d/2. (4)

Since / is uniformly continuous there exists 8 > 0 such that if |w| < S,

|exp(z'0)- 11< S and lexpOV)- 1| < 5 then
(3)

|/(z, 1) - /(zexp(70) + w, exp(M)| < ß/2. (5)
(4) Choose n > 5(t + s)/d such that

y > 0. Choose a positive integer

n_1AR([y, y + n] n Acß

fc such that y + t+ks<y

> 3d/4

for some

+ n and y + t + (k + l)s >

y + n. Then there exists a /, 0 < j < k — 1, such that

*_1^r([^

+ t + js, y + t + (j + l)s] O Acß) > d/2.

If not then n-1X.R([.y, y + n] n Acß) < n~X(t + fcscZ/2+ i) < d/S + d/2 < 3d/4, a contradiction.
(5) Note that f(z exp (id) + w, exp (/*>))= I
,.„,/.„
,.. „«/&. »)•
(w,exp(i9)) (O,exp(,(rp-0)))
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Let s be a fixed positive number. For a given large positive number t denote
the unique complex number with absolute value t and with real part c + s by
vv0. Choose t so large such that (i) if \p is the angle formed by the imaginary
axis and the ray connecting 0 and w0 then |exp(zi//)- 1|<5 and (ii) t-imag-

inary part of w0 < 8. Choose y0> t such that (2) holds. Note that by the
ways t and y0 are chosen and by (3) we have

(4)

f(x + iy, expOV))> 0/2 if y G Ac>ßn [yQ, y0 + s],

c <x < c + s, and lexpOV)- 1| < S.
Note that G is the topological semidirect product of C and T where the
action of T on C is given by expOV): z —*exp(to) • z. Therefore G is unimodular, and the Haar measure of G is just the product of the Lebesgue measure
for C and the normalized Lebesgue measure for T, cf. [11, p. 210]. For each
positive integer «, let

Un = {x + iy = |x| < «/2,

\y\ < «/2} x T.

It. is easy to see that (Un) is an F-sequence with respect to multiplication from the
right and that X(i/„) = «2. Since / G FRQ(G), by the right-hand version of
Lemma 2.3, we have

(5)

lim(l/«2)f„
«

Jun

f(au)du=0

uniformly in a (a E G).

Let s = n, a positive integer. Choose y0 as above and let a = ((c + n\2)
+ '(j'o + n/2), 1). By (2) and (4) the Haar measure of the set {v E aUn: f(v) > ß/2}

is > n ' (d/2) • n • (S/tt). Therefore

(Un2)fUnf(au)du = (l/"2)JaUf¡f(")du
> (Un2) - n2 • (¿7/2)• (6/tt) • (0/2) = d8ß/4n > 0.
The above relation certainly contradicts (5) and hence the lemma is proved.
Now let us go back to continue the proof of the theorem.
We claim that it is possible to pick a sequence of positive integers nx <n2
<***, and a sequence of nonnegative real numbers yx, y2, • • • such that, for
each /,

(6)

f(p„. + iyp,l)>ci,

p = l,2,---,/,

(7)

f(p

p = / + 1, / + 2, • • •.

+ iyp, 1) < a/2,

Choose «j = 1 and yx = 0. Then by (1) /(p„
Suppose we have picked nx <• • • < nk and y\,'

for j < k and (7) holds for j < k and p <k.

' ' ,yk

Let

+ iyx, 1) > 2a > a.
such that (6) holds
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Ak=Ap

1

a/2 U--'UAp

fc

/2.

By Lemma 4.9, D(Ak) = 0. Therefore there exists yk+1 > 0, yk+i $Ak, i.e.,

f(p„. + iyk+i, 1) < a/2 for / = 1, 2,' • • , k. Again note that / is uniformly continuous and pn —»+ °°. If s is a fixed positive number then l/(p„, 1)
- f(pn + iy, 1)1 becomes uniformly (in y, 0 < y <s) close to zero when n
becomes large. Therefore, by (1) there exists nk+x > nk such that /(p„
+ iyp, 1)
> a ifp=l,2,:**,k
+ l. Thus, by induction, we know that our claim is
true.
Let fp — l(iy i)/, P — 1, 2, • • •. If / is w.a.p. then there is a subsequence
fp. such that lim;-fp. = g pointwisely on ßG where g is a continuous func-

tion on ßG. Let a be a cluster point of {(p„ , 1): k = 1, 2,' • •} in ßG.
Then by (6) fp.(a) > a for each /' and hence g(a) > a. On the other hand, by

(7), g(p„k, 1) = lim;.f(p„k + 7yp., 1) < a/2 and hence g(a) < a/2. We have
arrived at a contradiction and hence / is not w.a.p.
Remarks. (1) By the above theorem we know that in Corollary 4.7 the
condition nilpotency cannot be replaced by solvability.
(2) In [6, Theorem 7.1] DeLeeuw and Glicksberg proved that if G is a
locally compact abelian group and 77 a closed subgroup then W(H) = W(G)\H.
Their theorem does not hold for the group G = C x T of Example 2 in the following dramatic way: W(C) <£UC(G)\C. (Note that C is a normal subgroup of

G.) For example, let h E C(C) with «(0) = 1 and « = 0 outside of the unit
disc. Set f(z) = Z~=, «(z - 2"), z E C. Then / G W(C) and clearly / is not
the restriction of any uniformly continuous function on G.
(3) For a locally compact group G, denote the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of
G by B(G), cf. D. Eymard's L'algèbre de Fourier d'un groupe localement com-

pact, Bull. Soc. Math. France 92 (1964), 181-236, for the definition. It is known
that B(G) C W(G). If G is noncompact and abelian D. E. Ramirez proved that
the uniform closure of B(G) is a proper subset of W(G), cf. [1] for a proof.
However, if G is the group in Theorem 4.8 then the uniform closure of B(G),

B(G)~, equals W(G) since A(G)EB(G)~

by Peter-WeylTheorem and C0(G)

C B(G)~, cf. Eymard's paper quoted above.
5. W0(G) and F0(G). If G is a noncompact locally compact amenable

group then W(G)C F(G), cf. §3. A harder problem is to decide whether W0(G)
C F0(G). In [1, Theorem 3.19] Burckel proved that W0(R)C F0(R). We have
the following stronger result.

Theorem 5.1. Let G be a locally compact amenable group with a relatively
noncompact E-set X such that [xax~x: xEXU X~x} is relatively compact
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for each a EG.

Then F0(G)¡W0(G) contains a linear isometric copy of l°°.

Proof. By replacing X by X U X~x we shall assume that X is symmetric. We shall also assume that e EX. Note that if K is a compact subset of
G then (J {xKx~x : x G X} is relatively compact. Indeed, pick any compact
neighborhood W of e and choose a compact neighborhood U of e such that
xUx~x E W for x G X. Cover K by, say, aU, aU,- • •, akU, ax," • ,akEG.
Then \J{xKx~1: x EG} is contained in

\J{(xaxx-x)(xUx-x)

U---U

(xakx-x)(xUx-1):

x E X}

and hence is relatively compact.
Assume first that G is a-compact and unimodular. Then G has an F-sequence (Un) such that each Un is, in addition, symmetric, cf. [3, Theorem 4.4].
Choose a compact symmetric neighborhood V of e suchthat X(P)<1.
For
convenience, let U0 = 0 and «0 = 0.

Pick xx=yx

= eEX.

Pick nx suchthat xV2x~1 E U„

forxEX

and X({/„ ) > 2. Suppose that we have picked xx, • • •, xk; yx, • • •, yk from
X and positive integers nx <• • • < nk such that the following are satisfied:

(i) x,yfV c U„\U
if Ki,j<k,p
= maxft /}.
(ii) xty,V n xtyf P = 0 if 1 < 7, /', /, /' < k and (7,/) * (i', j').
(iii) xtXfl,xJlXt^UHit

if 1 <i'<i<k;(y¡V)(yi.V)-1

C

GW„._j, 0»yPT*Üy V) E G\U„._i if 1 </' < j <k.
(iv) VU*tiVCU„t if 7=2, •••,*.
(v) HUnp>2* if 7=1,2,.••,*.
(vi) X^j*-1

C i/^, 7 = 2,-. •, *, x G X.

?ickyk+x EX such that (a) (yk^V)(y,V)-x

CG\U„k if j=l,2,---,k,

EG\Unk,(yk+xV)-x(y¡V)

(b) xiyk+xVnxi.yjV

(c) x,yfc+ j F C G\Í7„ , 7 = I,"

* ,k.

= 0 if Ki,i',j<k,

Such a .yfc+x exists since each of the

followingsets is compact: Un yfV2 UyjVUn V, j = 1, 2, • • •, k; xJxxi<y¡V2,
1 < 7, /, í' < k; xYx Un V, i = 1, • • •, k. Note that the condition x,.yk+ x V O
x,'yk+ ! V = 0 is automatically satisfied if 1 < 7, í < k, i # i'. Indeed, if
x¡yk+1v = xi'yk+ iv'Gx¡yk+ j Fnx,^fe+ ! P where u, ü' G P, then x,"!x, =
y*+i»'w"1J'*+l e unx> contradicting (iii).
Pick xk+1 EX suchthat
(a) xk+xx-x,xkxxXi$U„k,i=

l,***,k,

(b) xk+ xyjVn xtyf V = 0 if 1< 7,/, /' < fc,
(c) xfc+iy¡VE G\Un ,j=

1, 2,- • •, k + 1. Note again that we have
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xk+iyjvnxk+iyj>r

= 0 tf i</,/'<*

Choose nk+x>nk

+ ! and /#/'.

suchthat

GO^k+i^i.--,.^+i}^u^i.,,-.^K+i^c£/„fc+1.
(b) w„k+i)>2k+x;
(c)
PC/2
PC 77nk+\ ,
v'
"k
(d) xUn x~x EU„
"k

"k+1

,xEX.

The reason that (d) is possible is given in the first paragraph of the proof. By
induction, we get sequences (x,), (_y.), (nk) such that (i)-(vi) are satisfied for
each k. Since (Un ) is again an F-sequence we shall write Uk for Un . Let

Z = {x¡yj: i,f — 1, 2, • • •}. It is easy to see that Z is again an F-set. Choose

« G C(G), 0 < h < 1, «(e) = 1 and h = 0 off V. Let

/ =z|fï7WlA:U

= 1'v'i

By Lemma 4.5 and (ii) above we know that /G UC(G). We claim that (I) ¿7(1/1)= 0

and (II) H/-SIL > H/IL if gEW(G).
Proof of (I). According to Lemma 2.3, to see that í7(|/|) = 0 it suffices
to show that

u»m
Wn)klf(tx)ldt = H«m
Wn~)k[f(xt)ldt= °
uniformlyon G. Let A = [J{x¡yjV: i, j = 1, 2,- • •}, Ax = \J [x¡yjV: i > j}
and A2 = \J{x¡yjV: 7</}. Note that the support of / is contained in A and
that A =AX U A2. Therefore,

1

r

X(i/„
A((/„ nAx~x)
n A>

i

r

X(U„ r\x~xA)-

—fUn\f(tx)ldt<-5^

Wjklf(xt)]dt <—x(lû—'

•

and hence to prove (I) it suffices to show that

\(Unxr\A)

lim -T77T-Tn

\(Un)

\(xUnOA)

= lim -rrrrrn

\(Un)

= 0

uniformly on G. Note that

xun n a = (Un n xun nA)u

((Un+X\u„) n xUn n >i)

U {(Un+2\Un+l) C\xUn C\A)U***.
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Suppose that (Uk\Uk_x) (~\xUn¥= 0 for some k> n. Then xEUk+x
and
hence xUnEUk+2.
Therefore (Uk\Uk<_x)C\xUn= 0 if k'>k+3.
Thus:
(2) There exist at most three k's with k > n and (Uk\Uk_x) n xU„ =£ 0.
Let k > n be fixed and set Tx = (Uk\Uk_x) n xUn C\AX and P2 =
(Uk\Uk_x) n xUn n ¿2. Note that Tx U T2 = (Uk\Uk_x) n xi/„ f)A Suppose that Tx # 0 and let xf = xfc y;u G Tx where / < k, v E V, t E U„.
(Note that each element in Uk\Uk_x n ,4 is of the form xky¡v, by (i).) If
there is no element in Tx which can be expressed in the form xfe y.<t/ with
/' < k, j' ¥=j and v' EV then Tx C xkyfV and hence \(TX) < 1. If there
exists /' #/, u' G P and r' G 77„ such that xt' = xky¡>v' E T. Then, by (iv),

yj?V/ = v't'-xtv-x

E VU2VEUn+x.

By (iii) /, /' <« + 2. Therefore, in

this case, Tx is contained in the union of at most « + 2 left translates of V.
Therefore X(Pj) < « + 2 is always true.

Suppose that T2+0
and let xi = xfyfci>G P2 where t E Un, 1 < 7 < k
and v E V. If there exists i' =£7, t' E Un, v' EV such that xt' = x¡ykv' E T2
then xrxXi,=ykvrxt'v'-xykx
EykVU2Vykx C ykUn+x yk x C Un+ 2 by
(iv) and (vi). Therefore, /, i' < « + 3, by (iii). We have shown that X(P2) <
« + 3 is always true.

By the above two paragraphs we see that

(3)

*C(tf*W*-i) n xUn n A) < 2« + 5 if k > n.

Combining (1), (2) and (3), we conclude that

X(xi/„ HA)<n2

+3 • (2« +5).

Therefore, for each x G G,

X(xUn n A)l\(Un) < (l/2")(«2 + 3 • (2n + 5)) -* 0 as « -> °°.
Similarly, for a fixed k > n, set 5t = (Uk\Uk_x) C\Unx D Ax and 52 =
(Uk\Uk_x)n U„x DA2. If íx =xky¡v, t'x = xfcy/'u'G51
where r, í'G
77„,/ # /', u, v' G P then ty**XJ,/°)~1 = xkxt'rxxk
E Un+ 2 by (iv) and
(vi). Therefore /',/<«+3
by (iii). If fx = x,yfcu = x¡>ykv' ES2 where

i, r' G U„, 7<7', u, u' G P then x,- = í'r 'jc^üü'£/n+2 U Ui+2. Therefore X(5j)<«+3
may conclude that

V* ' € ^^,^i

and X(52)<«+2.

X(f/„x n A)/\(Un) < (l/2")(«2 + 3 • (2« + 5)) -* 0

c

As before, we

as n -* ~.

We have finished the proof of (I).
Proof of (II). Note that, since f(x¡y¡) = (i-j)l(i +/), ll/IL = 1. Suppose that there exists g E W(G) with \\f-g\\ < 1 - 25 for some 5 > 0.
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Then for a fixed /, g(x¡y¡) has to be greater than 8 when í is sufficiently
large. On the other hand, for a fixed i, g(x¡y¡) has to be less than — S when
/ is sufficiently large. Since g is w.a.p. there is a subsequence (x,. ) of (xf)
such that lx g = gn converges weakly to a continuous function g0 on G.
'n

Let y be a cluster point of {y-} in ßG. Since gn(y¡) > 5 when « is large,

go(yj)**8
and hence g0(y)>8.
On the other hand gn(y)<-8
for each «
and hence g0(y) < -5. It is a contradiction and the proof of (II) is completed.

(III) Write
oo

{*„} = U

Xn, Xni n Xn = 0

if «j # n2, each Xn infinite;

Yn>Ynx nYn2=0

xi «1 * «2> each Yn ^^e-

n= l

O7} = Ü
M= l

Number the elements in each Xn and each Yn, say, Xn = {x„ ,xn
Yn = {yni>yn2>'-}-

,•••}

and

Let

/»=£Nvv-,fci,/",2,"l
If (c„) G 7" then by (I) and (II) it is not hard to conclude that S„ c„/„ G

FQ(G) and that ||S„ cnfn + W0(G)IIf0(G)/w0<g>
= ||(c„)IL. Therefore (e„)
-*• 2„ c„/„ + W0(G) is a linear isometry from l°° into F0(G)/W0(G) and we
have proved the theorem if G is o-compact and unimodular.
(IV) If G is not a-compact but is unimodular, choose a a-compact open
subgroup H of G which contains a relatively noncompact portion of X. Construct /„ on 77 just as in (III). Consider /„ G C(G) by setting /„ - 0 on
G\H. Then clearly (cn) —*■
2„ c„/„ + W0(G) is a linear isometry from P°
into F0(G)/W0(G).

(V) If G is nonunimodular let K = {x G G: A(x) = 1}. Then G/£ is
isomorphic to a noncompact subgroup of the multiplicative group {x G R: x > 0}.
Denote the natural homomorphism from G to G/K by ft Construct a sequence,
of functions /„ on G/K as in (III). Then clearly (e„) -+ S„ c„(/„ ° ft) +

W0(G) is a linear isometry from 7" into F0(G)¡W0(G).
Remarks. (1) If G is an arbitrary nonunimodular locally compact amenable group then F0(G)IW0(G) contains a linear isometric copy of 7°° by part
(V) of the above proof.
(2) Let G be a non-o-compact locally compact amenable group. Let H
be a a-compact noncompact open subgroup of G. If /G UC(H), /' G UC(G)
is defined by /' = / on 7/ and /' = 0 on G\H. The mapping from
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UC(H)/W(H) to F0(G)!W0(G) defined by sending f + W(H) to /' + W0(G)
is a linear isometry. Since UC(H)/W(H)

is nonseparable [9, p. 62], so is

F0(G)IW0(G).
(3) If G is a noncompact locally compact amenable group with property
(E) then we can construct (x,), (y¡), (nk) to satisfy (i)-(v) in the proof of
Theorem 5.1. Keep the notation there and let

Then fx E FR0(G)\W0(G) and f2 E FL0(G)\WQ(G).
A result parallel to the theorem on p. 62 of [9] is the following.

Theorem 5.2. ¿er G be a noncompact locally compact group with property (E). 77ze« UC(G)/W(G) contains a linear isometric copy of l°°.
Proof. Again we only have to consider the case that G is a-compact and
unimodular. Let X be a relatively noncompact F-set in G and let W be a
compact neighborhood of e. Choose a compact symmetric neighborhood V of
e such that xPx-1 E W for xeiUT1.
Apply induction to obtain two
sequences (x¡), (yf) of elements in X suchthat x¡ y¡ V O x¡>y¡>V = 0 if
(7, /) ¥= (i', /'). Construct a sequence of functions /„ from (x,.), (.y.) as in

part (III) of the proof of Theorem 5.1. Then *(c„) -* 2„ c„f„ + W(G) is a
linear isometry of 7" into UC(G)jW(G).
Remark. For convenience we shall say that a locally compact amenable
group G has property (*) if there exist two sequences (Xn), (Yn) of subsets of
G, Xn = {x„H"=l, Yn = {ynj}°°=i, and a sequence of functions (/„) on G
such that (i) for each (cn) El°°, 2„ cnfn EFQ(G), (ii) the supports of /„ are

mutually disjoint, (iii) f„(xniynj) = (i~j)l(i

+ j), «, 7, / = 1, 2,- • -, and (iv)

ll/„IL = 1, « = 1, 2, • • •. It is clearthat if G has property(*)then F0(G)IW0(G)
contains a linear isometric copy of 7°°. In Theorem 5.1, we established that if G
is a locally compact amenable group with noncompact center then G has property
(*). It is also clear that if G is a locally compact amenable group which has a
continuous homomorphic image with property (*) then G also has property (*).
In particular, we have the following.

Corollary
5.3. ¿ei G be a noncompact locally compact nilpotent group.
Then F0(G)IW0(G) contains a linear isometric copy of 7°°.
The proof of the above corollary is the same as that of Corollary 4.7. While
Corollary 4.7 does not hold for the solvable connected Lie group in Example 2 of
§4, Corollary 5.3 does have the following extension.
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Theorem 5.4. If G is an almost connected noncompact locally compact solvable group then F0(G)IW0(G) contains a linear isometric copy of l°°.
Proof. Since G is almost connected, there exists a compact normal subgroup K such that G/K is a Lie group with a finite number of components, cf.
[13, p. 175]. We shall prove that the connected component of G/K has property (*) which clearly implies that G/K has property (*) and hence G also
has property (*). Therefore assume that G itself is a noncompact connected
solvable Lie group. By [12, Lemma 3.3] there exists a sequence of closed characteristic subgroups of G,

G = G0DGX D***DGn_,

3G„ = (e),

such that Gj/Gi+ x is either a real vector group or a toroid, i = 0, 1,*•*,«1.
We shall prove that G has property (*) by induction on «. If « = 1 then G
is a real vector group and hence has property (*), by Theorem 5.1. Suppose that
our assertion holds for « - 1 (« > 1). If G/G„_x is noncompact then by inductive assumption G/Gn_x has property (*) and hence so does G. If G/Gn_x
is compact then it is Tfc for some k > 1 and Gn_x has to be R* for some
s > 1. Therefore G is a split extension of Gn_x, G = R* x^ Tk where t¡ is
a continuous homomorphism of Tfc into AiR*). cf. [12, Lemma 3.4]. It is well

known that A(R*) = GL(s, R), cf. [11, p. 434]. Since T* is abelian, each irreducible (complex) representation of Tfc is one dimensional. A simple complexification argument tells us that Rs can be written as Vx © • • • © V¡ where each
V¡ is either a one-or two-dimensional vector subspace of Rs and r¡(Tlc)V¡ E V¡.
Note that for each 7, V¡ x^ Tfc is a homomorphic image of G. If one of the
P,.'s is one-dimensional then R x Jk, being an abelian group, has property (*)
and hence so does G. If each V¡ is two-dimensional over R then R2 x^ Tfe
is a continuous homomorphic image of G. Therefore it is enough to prove that
G = R2 x^ T* has property (*). Let I = r)(Tk). Assume that I =£(8) where
6 denotes the identity matrix. Then /, being a connected compact abelian subgroup of SX(2, R), is isomorphic to T. In particular there exists an element t
of order 4 in /. Since t4 - 5 = (t2 - 6)(t2 + 5) = 0,

0)

ia=-l.

Let M(2, R) be the algebra of 2x2
matrices over R. Let Ax and A2
be the subalgebras of M(2, R) generated by t and / respectively. Then both

Ax and A2 are abelian, A x C A 2 and dim,41=2.
Since the dimension of
each abelian subalgebra of Af(2, R) is less than or equal to two, Ax = A2. In
particular, if t G / then t = x + yi for some x, y E R, x2 + y2 = 1. Since
/ is connected and {x + yi: x, y G R, x2 + y2 = 1} is isomorphic to T, we
have
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(2)

/ = {x + yt: x, y G R, x2 + y2 = 1}.

By (1) there exist a, b G R, b ¥=0 such that in = -t22 = a, iX2 = b, i2X =
- (1 + a2)lb. Replacing i by - i if necessary, we shall assume that b > 0.
Clearly t is similar to an orthogonal matrix to, i.e., there exists a G G¿(2, R)
such that i= a-'coa.
Since co2 = - 1 and b > 0, con = co22 = 0, co12 =
-co21 = 1. So, by (2), /= {a'x(x +yu>)o: x, y GR, x2 + y2 = 1}. Since
the dual group of Tk is Zk, there exist nx,- • •, nk E Z such that if (exp(70|),
• • •, exp(z'0fe)) ETk then î?(exp (z'0j),•••, exp (i9k)) = o~x to where txx =
r22 = cos(nx9x +• • • + nk9k)

and tx2 =-t2X

= sin(nx9x +• ' • + nk9k).

We shall identify R2 with C and hence multiplication in G = C x Tfc is
given by

(z; expO'fli),' • •, exp(z"0fc))(z';exp(ifl',),' • •, exp(ifl¿))
= (z + o-x(exp(i(nl91

+ ••• + nk9k))(az'));

exp(i(9x- + 9[),-'-,exp(i(9k
Note that if (z, t), (z', t') EG, t = (exv(i9x), •••,
\\a(z + r¡(t)z')\ - \az\\ < \az + exp(i(nx6x +•••

-exp(i(nx9x

+ 9'k))).

exp(/0fc)), then
+ nk9k))oz

+...

+ nkek))oz'\

= \oz\,

and
||a(z' +r)(t')z)\

- laz'H < |az|.

Therefore, we have

(3) If g E UC(R) and if / is defined by f(z, t) = £(|az|), (z, t) E G,
then /G UC(G).
Choose three strictly increasing sequences of positive integers (a¡), (b¡),'
(ns) such that (a) ns+ x > a¡ + b¡ > ns, (b) ai - a¡ > «,•_ p b¡ - b¡<> n¡_ x
if 7 > i', j > j', (c) ns > 2s. Write {at} = [ani: «, z = 1, 2, • • •}, {b¡} = [bnj:
«, ;'=1,2, •••} suchthat ani ¥=zzn>,.<
if («, i) ^ («', /') and bnj^bn<¡' if
(«, /) ¥= («', /'). Let « be a continuous function as R with «(0) = 1,0 < A

< 1, « = 0 outside of the open interval (— M, lA). Let

gn = £ prrh-*ttr

vÄ: *■7= l '2' ' ' 'jand /-(z' °=^(|CT2|)"

Then, by (3), for each (c„) G /", 2„ c„/„ G Í7C(G). It is easy to see that G is
unimodular and that the Haar measure for G is the product of the Haar measure
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C and the Haar measure for Tfc (cf. [11, p. 210]). It is also easily checked
Wn = {z G C: |az| < «} x Tfc,« = 1,2,* • •, is an F-sequence for G and
each Wn is symmetric. We claim that for each (c„) G 7", 2„ cnfn GF0(G).
proof of this claim is not very short but is quite routine. We like to leave the

details to the reader. Since fn(<j-x(ani + bnj), 1) = g(ani + bnj) = (i -j)l(i

+ f)

we have finally completed the proof of the fact that G has property (*).
Remark. Let G be a noncompact locally compact group which is either
nilpotent or is almost connected and solvable. Then, by Corollary 5.3 and
Theorem 5.4, F0(G) © A(G)/W(G) contains a linear isometric copy of 7°°. It
implies that F(G)/W(G) contains a linear isometric copy of 7°°. It also implies
that W(G) is not a maximal subalgebra of F(G). We do not know whether

F0(G) © A(G) is a maximal subalgebra of F(G).
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